












































BROADER IMPACTS OF SATELLITE PARTICIPATION
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Age of 
participant

Under 18

Over 18

Open discussions about 
mental health

Open discussions about mental 
health

Limited or no discussions 
about mental health

Significantly improved how 
conversations went and 
what happened after

Openness about mental health Satellite’s impact

Reinforced what was 
happening already (i.e.
limited impact)

Starting conversations

Conversations more 
focused on young person’s 
wellbeing

No change

Either

or

Either

or

“I think the "destination" would have been 
much the same, the "ride" has been a lot 
smoother and more positive with satellite 
on board!” Parent

“I learned how to talk with my child and to 
explain how I felt, but more importantly I 
learnt to listen to them and how they felt.” 
Parent

“We used to dance around it, but Mad 
World opened this channel to tell things to 
each other …He’s a person I can go to 
now without thinking twice about whether 
that’ll be a problem” Participant

“He asked me why I needed the support –
he wasn’t judging, just asking, he was a bit 
surprised but happy for me” Participant



Parents weren’t concerned about 
what would be discussed by Satellite

Parents didn’t express concern that the program would 
discuss topics they didn’t want to be discussed. 

Parents had better experiences with 
Satellite than other services

Compared with other services they had engaged, parents 
felt seen and supported. 

Parents felt part of the Satellite family
Parents and children were excited about future 

opportunities with Satellite, and deeply appreciated being 
contacted and followed up about opportunities. 

“loved the concept of children "who get it“ 
being in a safe space together and having 
fun”

“Taking part gave me and my family a feeling 
of normality, and we also received a great 
feeling of love and being wanted, instead of 
outcasts which I had experienced.”

“Social workers phys [sic] staff all seemed to 
be very focused patient with no consideration 
to other family members… Satellite staff are 
amazing individually and as a team”

“I truly appreciated the consistency and the 
persistence with contact!”

Quotes from parents:

MAKING FAMILIES WELCOME
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